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kingdom. In country districts many of them bought their Baker*.
corn and had it ground either ' on hire ' or at their own mills :
others obtained corn or flour as they found it convenient:
while in London, more particularly, they purchased flour
from mealmen or meal-factors. To make good bread of a
uniform quality, it was best for the baker to deal with
mealmen or meal-factors, who " having many sorts to sell
scarcely ever use the flour of one sort of wheat alone ; and
the advantage this gives them is inconceivable, for a number
of sorts judiciously mixed—by the mutual assistance of
their different qualities arising from the various soils on
which they grow—will do much better than almost any one
sort alone "l. Yet even in London bakers sometimes dis-
pensed with the ' shop-keeping mealmen', purchased their
requirements direct at the market, and in the capacity of
mealmen supplied private families with flour2.
The weekly expenses of a baking establishment in the Expenses
early seventeenth century are disclosed in an interesting
memorandum drawn up about 1620 by the London Company
of White Bakers. It is headed—'A computation of a baker's
particular charges arising upon the baking of ten quarters
of wheat by week in London '; and it sets down the size of a
baker's household, the scale of his weekly expenditure, and
the extent of his business. The items which it enumerates
are as follows:"
5.    d.
House rent (' after the rate of £30 p. a/)	.    n   6
Diet for baker and his wife	.	.	.100
„      their 3 children    .	,	,	.70
„      4 journeymen      .	.	.	.160
„      2 apprentices       .         .	.	.80
„      2 maidservants    .	.	.	.80
Apparel for baker, his wife and 2 apprentices	.      7   8
Apparel and school for 3 children	.	.30
Wages for 4 journeymen (at 2s. 6d. each)	,    10   o
Wages for 2 maidservants           .          .	I    8
Yeast	.         .	.	.	.	.    10   o
Salt.	.         ,         .         .	.	.10
Wood	12   o
1 Smith, Three Tracts on the Corn Trade and Corn Laws (ed. 1766), 23-24,
* Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (ed. 1727), ii. part ii. 37.

